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Design and make your own spoons for special occasions, as 
inventive awards or for your own use. With your own personal 
designs and panache, you’ll spoon be the talk of the dinner table.

Create your own..... Spoon or two

On your sheet of metal, mark out your desired spoon size and shape using 
the scriber. Cut using your piercing saw and your curved jewellers tin 
snips. File smooth the rough edges, using the Cousins value 4 piece set.

1. Carbide Scriber - Excellent for stencilling your shape
 Ref: S6243 ..............................................................£3.05

2. Adjustable Saw Frame - A classic tool
 Ref: P33901 ............................................................£9.90

3. Curved End Shears - To easily cut rounded edges
 Ref: P4797 @ ............................................................£5.95

4. 4 Piece Needle File Set - Pillar, half round, square and
 triangular, Ref: F32973 @ .........................................£3.95

You now have your formed, plain spoon. There are obviously an infinite amount of ways to add 
your own personal touch and creative flare. Below are just some of our ideas to get you started!

Using the cousinsUk spoon stake set, select your desired size 
stake, and using your repousse hammer, evenly tap down 
your spoon stencil over and around the stake, creating the 
basin of your spoon.
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Spoon Stake Set
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5. CousinsUK Spoon Stake Set - An unbelievably good
 value tool, that  can be used to create unique, exciting and 
 individual spoons again and again.  
 Ref: S34922 ...............................................................£9.95

6. Repousse Chasing Hammer - Solid and reliable with one
 flat and one round head.  
 Ref: H19528 ...............................................................£8.50

Use the hand held vice to firmly grasp your 
spoon and twist to give it that decorative edge.

TwistedTwisted
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Top surface sizes:
 Small: 32x23mm
 Medium: 39x26mm
 Large: 50x33mm
 Extra Large: 65x40mm

No.5

No.5

Ø2.30 Jewellery drill bit, one size of a vast 
range available.

PatternedPatterned

B
Create a high lustre shine using one of our mini 
mops.

PolishedPolished
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Now ready to present, display or just dine with!

Hand
Held Vice
£4.95
Ref: V9828

Ø2.30mm
Jewellery Drill

£2.00
Ref: D32409

Ø19mm
Cotton Wheel

.70 p
Ref: P1301M

Pillar

Square

Triangular

Half Round
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